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1. One of 3 different toys is randomly put into each box of a potato chip. Given that Mr. A decides to 

buy this potato chip until he has at least one of each of the 3 different toys. 
(a) (5%) What is the expected number of boxes that must be purchased? 
(b) (5%) What is the variance of the number of boxes that must be purchased? 

 
2. Given that X is a normal random variable with zero mean and variance, σ

2. Define W=X2. 
(a) (5%) Write down the cumulative distribution function of W. 
(b) (5%) Write down the probability density function of W. 
(c) (5%) What is the name of the distribution function of W given thatσ=1? 
(d) (10%) Given σ< 0.5, compute E[e2X

2
]. 

 
3. The joint density function of X and Y is given by 

   F(x, y)=6{1-(x+y)}, for x>0, y>0, x+y<1. 
(a) (5%) Find the value of P{X<0.2}. 
(b) (5%) Find the value of P{X+Y<0.8}. 
(c) (5%) Find E{X｜Y=y}. 

  
4. Assume that X is a nonnegative random variable with cumulative distribution function, F(x), x>0 

and c is a positive constant. Let Y=min{c, X}.  
(a) (5%) Write down the mean of Y, E[Y] in terms of F(x).  
(b) (10%) Write down the variance of Y, V[Y] in terms of F(x). 

 
5. Let X be a normal random variable with mean, μ and variance, σ

2. Define W= e2X.  
    (a)  (5%) Write down the cumulative distribution function of W in terms of the cumulative distribution 

function of standard normal, ψ. 

 (b) (5%) Write down the density function of W. 
 

6. Consider 2 random variables X and Y with E[X]=2, E[Y]=3, V[X]=1, V[Y]=5 and Cov(X, Y)=-4.  
 (a) (5%) Compute the value of E[2X+3XY-Y+X2]. 
 (b) (10%) Compute the value of V[3X-2Y]. 
 (c)  (10%) Compute the correlation coefficient of -6X and 2Y. 
 
 

 
 


